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Basic facts

�Unemployment:
active individuals

looking for a job

hope to �nd a job

�Unemployment rates are high: 5% of labor force considered as low



�Relation between exit rate out of unemployment and unemployment
bene�ts (Dormont et al. 2001)
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Study of job search activity:

�Optimal design of unemployment insurance (moral hazard, selection...)

� Impact of counseling and training policies

�Unemployment bene�ts versus employment protection

� Flexicurity

� Impact of frictions and search activities on
- wages

- employment,

- labor market discrimination,

-labor market e¢ ciency
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Contents:
1. Basic job search theory
2. Optimum unemployment insurance
3. Counseling, training policies
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1. Basic job search theory

� Behavior of a person looking for work in a situation of imperfect in-
formation

� Stationary environment.
� Exogenous arrival rate of job o¤ers, 0 < � < 1
�At most, only one o¤er per unit of time
�H(:) cumulative distribution function of all possible wages
� Job o¤er: draw in a distribution of wage.
� cdf denoted by H
� Job o¤er: constant real wage w which the worker will receive on each
date as long as she remains with the �rm that makes the o¤er
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� Jobs destroyed at rate 0 < q < 1

� Instantaneous utility equals income
- w for employee

- z for unemployed workers

�Discount rate r > 0

�Discounted expected utility of an employed person receiving wage w:
denoted by Ve(w)

�Discounted expected utility of an unemployed person: denoted by Vu
� Ve(w) satis�es

Ve(w) =
1

1 + r
[w + (1� q)Ve(w) + qVu]
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can be rewritten as:

rVe(w) = w + q[Vu � Ve(w)] (1)

and
Ve(w)� Vu =

w � rVu
r + q

(2)

implies that V 0e(w) > 0:
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The optimal search strategy

Previous equations imply that optimal job-search strategy is de�ned as
follows:

1. If the job-seeker receives no o¤er on date t, he or she continues
looking. This behavior results from the stationarity of intertemporal
utility Vu.

2. If the job-seeker receives a wage o¤er w , he or she accepts if Ve(w) >
Vu: If not, he or she continues looking.
�Stoping rule"
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�Accept job o¤er if Ve(w) > Vu; or

w > x = rVu (3)

� x: reservation wage
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The discounted expected utility of a job-seeker

�At any moment the status of a job-seeker may change with rate �:

�O¤er accepted if w > x.

� The discounted utility V� expected upon receiving an o¤er of employ-
ment

V� =

Z x

0
VudH(w) +

Z +1

x
Ve(w)dH(w)

� Conversely, if the job-seeker receives no o¤ers, he or she keeps looking,
which procures for him or her a discounted expected utility equal to
Vu

� Vu satis�es
Vu =

1

1 + r
[z + �V� + (1� �)Vu]
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which can be written as

rVu = z + �

Z +1

x
[Ve(w)� Vu]dH(w)
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Reservation wage, hazard rate, and average duration of unemployment

�De�nitions of Vu with x = rVu implies

x = z + �

Z +1

x
[Ve(w)� Vu]dH(w)

with
Ve(w)� Vu =

w � rVu
r + q

yields

x = z +
�

r + q

Z +1

x
(w � x)dH(w)
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x = z +
�

r + q

Z +1

x
(w � x)dH(w)

�De�nes one optimal value for x

� x maximizes the intertemporal utility of a job-seeker

� Exit rate from unemployment

�[1�H(x)]

�Averate duration of unemployment

D =
1

�[1�H(x)]
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Comparative statics of the basic model

�Reservation wage:
increases with z; �

decreases with q; r

� Exit rate out of unemployment
increases with z

decreases with q; r

???? with �
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The basic model is grounded on over-simple hypotheses

� unemployed do not select the intensity of their search

� employees cannot look for (another) job

� all unemployed workers get the same income

� stationary environment
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�Di¤erent levels of search intensity: the frontier between unemployment
and inactivity is fuzzy

Country Discouraged workers Job-seekers

Denmark 0.2 4.5

Spain 0.8 13.9

France 0.1 10.1

Sweden 1.7 5.9

United States 0.4 4.0

Japan 3.1 5.0

Discouraged workers and job-seekers in 2000 (as a percentage of the
labor force)
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From To �!
# Employed Unemployed

Non-participant

+Marginally attached

Unemployed 0:112
(0:004)

0:708
(0:005)

0:180
(0:005)

Marginally attached 0:098
(0:005)

0:171
(0:007)

0:731
(0:008)

Non-participant 0:026
(0:001)

0:030
(0:001)

0:944
(0:002)

The transition matrix between di¤erent states in the labor market.
Monthly rates for the year 1992 in Canada (standard errors are in paren-
theses). Source: Jones and Riddell (1999)
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Conclusions of the search model

� Increase in z implies
- higher unemployment spell for eligible unemployed workers

- lower unemployment spell for non-eligible unemployed workers

�What about facts?

� Empirical studies, individual data, aggregate data
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Empirical �ndings: the impact of unemployment bene�ts on unemploy-
ment spell
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�Macroeconomic studies �nd little correlation between unemployment
bene�ts and unemployment

� In most countries, many people are not eligible for unemployment ben-
e�ts

Austria 66 Belgium 81

Denmark 66 Finland 73

France 45 Germany 70

Greece 9 Ireland 67

Italy 7 Netherlands 50

Portugal 27 Spain 24

Sweden 70

Percentages of unemployed persons qualifying for unemployment insur-
ance bene�ts in 1995
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2. Optimal unemployment insurance

�Optimal level of unemployment bene�ts

�Optimal time sequence of unemployment bene�ts (constant, decreas-
ing...)
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2.1. Optimal level of unemployment bene�ts

�Martin Baily, 1978, Journal of Public Economics, Raj Chetty, 2006,
Journal of Public Economics

�Robert Shimer and Ivan Werning, 2007, Quarterly Journal of Eco-
nomics

�Optimal level depends on:
- Risk aversion

- Elasticity of unemployment duration with respect to unemploy-
ment bene�ts (moral hazard)
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� The gap between consumption of an employed worker paid at the reser-
vation wage and an unemployed worker

- increases with the elasticity of the unemployment spell with re-
spect to unemployment bene�ts (incentive motive)

- decreases with the degree of risk aversion (insurance motive)
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2.2. Optimal time sequence of unemployment bene�ts

�Assume that unemployment bene�ts can change during the unemploy-
ment spell

� Shavell, S. and Weiss, L. (1979), �The Optimal Payment of Unem-
ployment Bene�ts over Time�, Journal of Political Economy, 87, pp.
1347-1362.

�Hopenhayn, H. and Nicolini, J. (1997), �Optimal Unemployment In-
surance�, Journal of Political Economy, 105, pp. 412-438.
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System with tax on wages System without tax

Weeks Replacement Tax on Replacement rate

of unemployment rate (%) wages (%) without tax on wages (%)

1 99.0 -0.5 85.8
2 98.9 -0.4 80.8
3 98.8 -0.3 76.3
6 98.5 0.0 64.7
12 97.9 0.6 48.2
26 96.5 2.0 27.7
52 94.0 4.5 13.4

The optimal pro�le of the replacement rate in presence of moral hazard
(Hopenhayn and Nicolini, 1997).
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3. Counseling and training policies

� Increases in �; in the level of wages

� Justi�cation of public interventions
- redistribution

- moral hazard

- externalities
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�Methodological issues: �nd a good counterfactual

� 3 methods
1. Compare individuals with identical observable characteristics

2. Natural experiment

3. Social experiment
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3.1. Counseling policies
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3.2. Training policies
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� Partial equilibrium e¤ects of training policies for disadvantageous peo-
ple: low in general

�What about general equilibrium e¤ects?
- impact on wage

- lower e¤ect

�High quality pre-school Experiment

�Michigan, 1962

� 123 children from disadvantaged background, aged 3-4

� low IQ test

� 58 children bene�t from special classes, 2,5 hours a day, 2 years, 1
teacher for 6 children
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Cost bene�t analysis of the High quality pre-school Experiment in 1992
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